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ABSTRACT
We investigate fractal characteristics of solute transport as viewed from dye experiments. Experiments
performed within the EU-sponsored research HYDROMED (a research program on hill reservoirs in the
semiarid Mediterranean periphery) are used to test IWo different fractal model concepts; the diffusion limited
aggregation and the random cascade mode!. Solute transport properties as indicated from dye coverage
experiments displayed fractal properties as viewed by power spectrum analyses and probability distribution
characteristics. The diffusion limited aggregation model was calibrated and verified for IWo plots. The verified
model agreed very weil to observed data. The random cascade model was calibrated for one experimental plot.
Sorne over-estimation appeared to be the case. However, the general spatial pattern appeared to agree weil with
observed data. It remains to perform a rigid statistical test for the performance of the random cascade mode!.

INTRODUCTION
Field properties of preferential pathways for water and solutes are still not weil understood (e.g., Booltink
and Bouma, 1991; Bouma, 1991). Due to this and an increasing awareness ofits importance for groundwater
and general environmental quality, preferential flow at unsaturated field conditions has become an
increasingly important research issue (e.g., Beven and Germann, 1982; Rillel, 1991). A reason for observed
discrepancy between field scale transport and results from homogeneous media assumption may be that our
tools of observation at field scale are not yet detailed enough to yield information at the relevant scales.
Often it is the complicated three-dimensional flow structures at micro-scale that determines the actually
observed field scale variation.
A technique to investigate actual field scale transport patterns at micro-scale may be to use dye
tracers (e.g., Flury et al., 1994). Images of dyed soil transects provide an excellent resolution at the spatial
scale. However, they usually give no information at the temporal scale. Dye data, however, rnay lead to the
development of new model concepts that more accurately can depict complicated spatial patterns of solute
transport (e.g., Schwartz et al., 1999).
A possible way to consider scaling in soil transport properties as weil as modeling the observed dye
formations may be to use fractal theory. Fractal patterns or soit properties are often observed at the field
scale for related subsurface transport (e.g., Feder, 1988; Kemblowski and Wen, 1993; Baveye et al., 1998).
Similarly, fractal transport models have been developed by several researchers (e.g., Wheatcraft and Tyler,
1988; Flury and Flühler, 1995; Mukhopadhyay and Cushman, 1998; Pachepsky and Timlin, 1998).
In the present paper we investigate fractal properties of observed dyed soit transect images at field
conditions. Experimental data from anongoing European Union cooperation (HYDROMED, a research
program on hill reservoirs in the semiarid Mediterranean periphery) were used within this study (see e.g.,
Ohrstréim et al., 2000). We use the data to indicate fractal properties and also to test two different fractal
models to generate observed properties; diffusion-limited aggregation and random cascade process. We close
with a discussion on further development.
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MATERIALS AND METHüDS
Theory
Diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA)
Witten and Sander (1981) introduced this mode1 concept a1ready two decades ago. An advantage is
that the DLA mode1 can generate fractal transport patterns (e.g., F1ury and F1üh1er, 1995; Meakin, 1991). In
genera1, the DLA model generates spatial clusters of the solute by randomly walking particles. Particles are
randomly generated from a line source at sorne distance below the soil surface. By random walk the particles
may finally reach up to the line seed (soil surface). When the particles reach the seed they become part of the
seed and remain attached at that position (Flury and Flühler, 1995). New particles that reach the seed
permanently attach and forrn a gradually increasing cluster. The process can be halted once sorne pre-defined
maximum depth is reached by the growing cluster Zmax' The randomly walking particle can consequently
move in four directions depending on probabilities, P w Pd, Pr, and PI, corresponding to upward, downward,
right and left walk in the two-dimensional grid, respectively.
Pu + Pd + P r + PI = 1.0
(1)
An isotropie random walk model has the following probability distribution:
Pu = Pd = P r = PI = 0.25
(2)
By changing these probabilities, anisotropie conditions may be simulated. AIso, layered soils may be
simulated by including different walking probabilities for different soil depths (see further e.g., Flury and
Flühler, 1995). The DLA model should be seen as a conceptual model within the microscale. Therefore,
output from the DLA model has to be averaged over a suitable space in order to be comparable to the scale
of observations (see further Persson et aL, 2000).
Random cascade process
Dyed soil transects may also be modeled within a multifractal framework. In terms of statistical
moments, scaling implies that for the random field R(x) the average qth order moment of the coarse-grained
field KI. relates to the coarse-graining scale Â as
oc xK(q)
(3)

(Rn

where angle brackets denote (ensemble) averaging. Coarse-graining means decreasing the resolution
of the field by taking spatial averages over non-overlapping squares of side Â (see, e.g., Davis et al., 1994). If
the function K(q), which essentially represents an infinite hierarchy of fractal dimensions, is nonlinear
(convex) the data can be described as multifractal (Frisch and Parisi, 1985). The multifractal behavior as
expressed by (3) is related to the exponents obtained from probability density functions and spectral
analyses. According to, e.g., Mandelbrot (1974), for q>qcr K(q) becomes linear due to the divergence of
moments. It should, however, be mentioned that an asymptotically linear K(q)-function has also been
deduced as a general property of scaling (or self-similar) fields (Menabde et al., 1997). Further, for (3) to be
valid it is required that j3 is less than the Euclidean dimension of the observed space, i.e., 13<2 for spatial
fields (e.g., Menabde et aL, 1997).
Assuming an underlying multiplicative cascade process with a Lévy-distributed generator Schertzer
and Lovejoy (1987) parameterized K(q). In a multiplicative cascade process, the investigated quantity is
transferred to successively smaller scales by means of multiplicative weights, and the generator specifies the
statistical distribution of these weights (see e.g., Davis et aL, 1994). The approach of Schertzer and Lovejoy
(1987) was termed a 'universal multifractal model' in which K(q) is expressed as

CI (qa - q)
K(q)=
a-l
{
C1qlog(q)

(4)

a =1

where a and Cl characterize the Lévy-distribution. The parameters may also be interpreted in fractal
terms; a specifies the degree of mu1tifractality and Cl characterizes the fractal behavior of the mean process.
A method known as 'double trace moments' may be employed for parameter estimation (e.g., Lavallée,
1991; Tessier et al., 1993). For a field R transformed into R", K(q) becomes K(q,T/) and these two functions
are related as
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K(q,TJ) = TJCl K(q)
(5)
which means that a may be estimated by plotting K(q, 7]) as a function of 7] in a log-log diagram.
With a Irnown a, Cl may be estimated using (4) by K(q)=K(q, 1). It is possible to check the validity of the
estimated parameters by comparing (4), e.g., with the 95% confidence interval of the empirical K(q)functions.

In the universal multifractal model, the deviation from conservation is specified by the parameter H
given by

H

= p-(1-K(2)) = p-l + C1(2
2

2

Cl

-2)

(6)

2(a-l)

which is an estimation of the power law filtering exponent required to obtain conservation (e.g.,
Tessier et al., 1993).

Experimental data
Experimental data from an ongoing European Union cooperation (HYDROMED, a research program
on hill reservoirs in the semiarid Mediterranean periphery) were used within this study (see Ohrstr6m et al.,
2000). Experiments were conducted in the M'Richet el Anze catchment located 110 km southwest of Tunis
in Tunisia. At the time of experiments (October 1996) the soils lay fallow. The average amount of rainfall in
the area is 455 mm per year and the yearly average temperature is 16.6 oC. The soil may be described as a
Typic Xerochrepts according to the classification of Soil Survey Staff (1996).
.
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Fig. 1: Example ofa dye image from plot 1.
At six plots, within a small catchment, dye stained water was applied. The tracer used was foodgrade dye pigment Vitasyn-Blau AE 85 (Swedish Hoechst Ltd.), similar to the more commonly used
Brilliant Blue. This dye has been used in several field experiments due to its good visibility, low toxicity, and
weak adsorption on soils (e.g. Flury et al., 1994; Aeby et al., 1997). A rainfall simulator (Bernard, 1987) was
used to simulate a heavy rainstorm during about 1.5 hrs over 1.0 m 2 • Placing an iron frame of size 1 by 1 m
at each site created the 1.0 m 2 plots. In order to avoid border effects, totally about 9 m2 were covered by the
rainfall simulator. Surface runoff was collected through a discharge weir in the iron frame. A total of about
45 mm were infiltrated at each plot. The surface plots did not contain any visible vegetation and the soil
surface was homogenized down to depth of 2 cm. After the simulations, the plot was covered to avoid
evaporation. About 24 hrs after the rainfall, a trench was dug and vertical sections of 2.5 cm thiclrness were
excavated, resulting in 41 sections at each plot. Photos were taken of the vertical sections by a 35-mm
camera with Kodachrome 64 film. The color photos were converted to black and white images bye use of the
Adobe Photoshop TM (version 4.0, Adobe Systems, Inc.) software (Fig. 1). The resolution of the converted
black and white images corresponded to a pixel size of 0.14 cm. However, when the images were compared
to the DLA model simulation, they were re-scaled to a pixel size of 4 by 4 cm. This leads to a lower
resolution, however, the horizontal average of the dye structures did not change significantly with the pixel
slZe.
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RESULTS
DLA model simulations

Initial tests for fractal behavior of the data were performed by power spectrum analyses and probability
distributions (see Olsson et al., 2000). The power spectrum typically displayed power-law behavior
extending over the entire frequency range. The probability distribution analyses displayed a hyperbolic tail
for the majority of the plots. Consequently, both analyses indicate a fractal behavior.
Figure 2 shows an example of the general procedure to use the DLA model concept and the
comparison to dye images. It should be noted that the DLA is a stochastic model that gives a randomly
varying output. Therefore, individual model outputs and observations can not be compared directly. Instead,
statistical properties of model output and observations have to be compared. This is seen in Fig. 3, which
shows a comparison between average and standard deviation of dye coverage with depth for simulations
using the calibrated DLA and observations at plots 1 and 2.
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Fig. 2: Example of DLA model concept and a comparison between model results and observations. Note that
the macroscale dye image data was calculatedfrom the dye image shown in Fig. 1.
As seen from the figure model results and observations agree well between the average dye
penetration and the average of369 DLA model realizations. To test the DLA model against independent data
the calibrated model was verified using data from plot 2. This is seen in Fig. 3 showing a comparison
between simulated and observed dye coverage with depth. Here, it should be stressed that model parameters
were kept constant and no information from plot 2 other than the distribution of maximum dye penetration
was used when running the model. Even so, as seen from the figure, the match between model and
observations is quite satisfactory with a r 2 value of 0.997 between the average dye penetration and the
average of 369 DLA model realizations. This confirms the applicability of the model concept and that the
DLA can be used to simulate both average and variation in the soil at the field site with limited observations.
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Fig. 3 : Average and standard deviation ofdye coverage for the calibrated (plot 1) and verified (plot 2) DLA
model.

Random cascade process

A universal multifractal model according to (4) was tested by comparing estimated parameters with
the 95% confidence interval of the empirical K(q)-functions (Fig. 4). As seen from the figure three out of
four plots' universal function is contained within the 95% confidence limits thus confirming the mode!.
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The encouraging results were used to simulate the dye coverage bye use of a random cascade
process. In Fig. 5 this is shawn by comparing original and simulated maximum infiltration depth for a typical
plot (plot 3).
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As seen from the figure overall vanatlon is weil simulated. Areas of similar infiltration
characteristics are generally spatially connected. Sorne over-estimation appears, however, in the simulated
case. Even so it is seen that overall properties seem to be weil preserved.

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this study can be summarized as:
1) Solute transport properties as indicated from dye coverage experiments displayed fractal properties as
viewed by power spectrum analyses and probability distribution characteristics.
2) Two fractal models were tested and encouraging results were obtained. The tested fractal models were
the diffusion limited aggregation and the random cascade model.
3) The diffusion limited aggregation model was calibrated and verified for two plots. The verified model
agreed very weil to observed data. The random cascade model was calibrated for one experimental plot.
Sorne over-estimation appeared to be the case. However, the general spatial pattern appeared to agree
weil with observed data. It remains to perform a rigid statistical test for the performance of the random
cascade mode!.
This study showed that fractal models are viable to apply for subsurface flow phenomena. Several
previous studies have shown that many soil properties can be viewed as fractal pathways (e.g., Katz and
Thompson, 1985; Tyler and Wheatcraft, 1990; Young and Crawford, 1991; Kemblowskl and Wen, 1993;
Baveye et al., 1998). In this paper we confirmed these results by applying two fractal models to observed dye
penetration in unsaturated field soi!. Further studies are needed to explore the effects of varying fractal
parameters on the investigated models. AIso, studies are needed to relate different types of soils to different
fractal properties such as fractal and multifractal parameters. We hope to be part of these future studies.
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